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This paper presents an optimum design procedure of crown brakes. 

Crown brake differs from drum brake as it has heat input from both inner 

and outer surfaces. It also differs from disc brakes as it is equivalent to a 

disc brake with larger diameter, and the friction surfaces are curved into 

a cylindrical shape. This can improve the performance of previous 

commonly used brakes. On the other hand, this is the main cause of high 

thermal loads on the brake rotor. These loads can produce surface 

damage and rotor failure due to excessive surface temperature and 

thermal fatigue. Optimum design procedure is carried out in order to find 

out the optimum design variables. Multi-objective optimization is used 

which combines the minimization of the brake weight, and temperature 

due to braking. Constraints to the optimization problem are the 

geometrical constraints and the maximum thermal compressive stress.  

Design variables are taken to be the rotor diameter and thickness, rotor 

width, and pad arc of contact length. Optimum design results are 

presented graphically for a wide range of energies and deceleration rates.  

KEYWORDS: Friction brakes, Crown brakes, Optimum design, Genetic 

Algorithms, Multi-objective optimization. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many efforts have been done to improve the braking system performance and meet the 

ever increasing speed and power requirements. The introduction of the disc brake 

represents one of these efforts. Disc brakes are considered to be better than the 

commonly used drum brakes, while crown brakes are considered the best compared to 

disc and drum brakes. The crown brake is equivalent to a disc brake with a larger 

diameter, and where the friction surfaces have been curved into a cylindrical shape 

[10]. A comparison of both types showing the diameter increases due to the use of a 

crown brake is shown in Figure (1). 

The crown brake consists of a rotor of cylindrical section and having a 

thickness slightly smaller than that of a disc brake. The use of crown brakes has been 

suggested as a means of improving the performance of frictional brakes. A crown 

brake, which differs from disc or drum brake systems, has heat input from both the 

inner and outer surfaces. The crown brake can be viewed as a cross brake, with a drum 

rotor and a disc caliper, combines the advantages of both drum and disc. It has the 

loading symmetry of the disc caliper which results in less mechanical deformations. It 
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also has the larger friction surface areas and heat exchange areas of the drum which 

result in better thermal performance and lower temperatures [4].  
 

  
a) Ventilated disc brake b) Crown brake 

Figure 1: Comparison between Disc and Crown bakes [10] 

 
Due to the wide application of frictional brakes, many researchers investigated 

the effect of pressure distribution as well as temperature distribution in both disc and 

drum brakes using several techniques [1, 2, 12 to 16]. Newcomp et al., [10 to13], 

derived expressions for the calculations of the temperature rise in drum, and disc 

brakes. Triovic, et al., [17], studied the disc brake interface pressure distributions, and 

its effect on the performance of the brake in terms of torque, temperature distribution, 

and wear. 

Using the closed form approximate equations defining the brake performance, 

many researchers stared optimizing the performance of different types of brakes. Dike 

[3], described the conduction of heat in breaking disc and has been a base for optimum 

design of braking discs based on temperature as the limiting factor. The design 

variables to optimize are, the outer radius, and the property of disc material. Metwalli, 

et al., [8], proposed a multi-objective optimization procedure for disc brakes. The two 

objectives chosen are to minimize the temperature and the disc volume. The proposed 

method showed an improvement in the optimum design marked by the superiority in 

the optimum design values compared with previous researchers. 
Mouza, [10], described in his paper the construction and thermal performance 

of crown brakes. In order to demonstrate the performance of crown brakes, a 

comparison between disc brakes is conducted. Under standard tests for testing 

automotive brakes, better results is obtained using crown brakes while maintaining 

same operating conditions. Drum brakes showed the lower surface temperature during 

braking followed by crown brakes. Disc brakes pretended the highest temperature in 

continuous braking and Alpine test. The author concluded with the superiority of the 

crown brakes over disc brakes, especially from the point of view of economic 

advantages.  

Elbella, A., et al., [4], suggested an algorithm for the design of the optimal 

thermal load sharing and configuration of the rotor for crown brakes of different ratios 

of inner to outer radius. The algorithm is a simplified one-dimensional finite difference 

analysis. Using this analysis, the interfacial temperature and thermal stresses (radial 
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and tangential) are calculated. Optimum design was carried out in order to determine 

the ratio that will produce the best thermoelastic performance. The design objective 

was the maximum temperature, maximum tensile tangential stress, maximum 

compressive stress, and difference between the maximum tensile and compressive 

tangential stresses. An extension of the previous objective function taking into 

consideration the effect of rotor shape (or profile) along with the load sharing ratio was 

conducted for the overall rotor performance. A 50% weight reduction was obtained 

without any loss in the performance when optimizing both the load sharing and rotor 

profile. 

In this paper, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are used to solve the problem of 

optimizing crown brakes. GAs are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural 

selection and natural genetics. They combine survival of the fittest among string 

structures with a structured yet randomized information exchange to form a search 

algorithm with some of innovative flair of human search. In every generation, a new 

set of artificial creatures (strings) is created using bits and pieces of the fitted of the 

old; an occasional new part is tried for good measure. While randomized, GAs are no 

simple random walk. They efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on 

new search points with expected improved performance. 

  

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This section deals with the equations governing the design and performance of crown 

brakes. Figure (2) shows the configuration of a crown brake. 

In calculating the braking torque we assume that the rotor is sufficiently rigid to give 

uniform wear over the lining and that the wear is proportional to the product of 

velocity and pressure. 
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Figure 2: Configuration of a crown brake 

 

 The total normal force (Fa), is found in terms of rotor diameters (D), and for a 

certain range of  instead of a full rotor, one gets 
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The torque is found by multiplying the force on the element by the coefficient 

of friction () and the area. The torque is then given by 
 

 
 

During braking, heat is generated by friction at the interface of the contacting 

bodies and is then transferred by conduction into each body. Newcomb [17] gives the 

proportion of total heat generated that is transmitted to the rotor by the following 

relation. 

 

 

 
 

In case of a crown brake where one area of the pad’s material slides against 

each face of the rotating rotor, one can take (A2/A1) = /360.  The proportion of total 

heat generated is then given by: 

 

 

 

 

 
The surface temperature of the rotor and the lining must not exceed a certain 

permissible value for rotor material otherwise it influences the wear of the lining 

material and friction coefficient (fade). Other effects of high brake surface 

temperatures are the thermal distortion of the rotor or surface cracking as a result of 

plastic deformation from high thermal stresses. 

The following equations determine the rotor surface temperature due to 

braking. Newcomb et al., [12 to 15], derived the following equations for determining 

the temperature rise at the interface of rotor and lining at any instant of time (t) during 

a brake application of duration (ts). They have used the assumptions that there is no 

heat loss to the atmosphere (suitable for short values of brake application time).  The 

rotor can be considered of infinite thickness under the assumptions that the heat loss to 

the atmosphere is very small (compared to the total heat generated) and can be 

neglected.  The problem is considered a semi infinite conduction heat transfer.  The 

equations for surface temperature depend on the time as follows.  

For 0 < t < 2, the surface temperature can be obtained from 

 

 

 

 
For 2 < t < ts, the surface temperature can be obtained from 
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where Q1 is the thermal equivalent of heat per unit area entering the rotor (J/m
2
), 1 is 

the thermal diffusivity of rotor material (m
2
/s), k1 is the thermal conductivity of rotor 

material (W/m
o
K), aR is the rotor thickness (mm), t is the time (sec), and ts is the total 

braking time (sec). 

Newcomb [12], showed that the thermal compressive stress at the rubbing path 

is given by the following two equations. 

When (t) is approximately less than 1.5 sec, one has 
 

 

 

 
 

where 1 is the thermal diffusivity of rotor material (m
2
/s), k1 is the thermal 

conductivity of rotor material (W/m
o
K), aR is the rotor thickness (mm), t is the time 

(sec), and ts is the total braking time (sec). 

When t > 1.5 sec, one have   
 

 

 

 

 

with 
 

 

 
where Q1 is the thermal equivalent of heat per unit area entering the rotor (J/m

2
), Y is 

the modulus of elasticity of rotor material (MPa),  is the Poisson’s ratio of the rotor 

material, and  is the coefficient of linear expansion of the rotor material (/
o
c). 

By considering the rotor of infinite thickness, the compressive stress at the rotor 

surface reduces to [12, 13] 

 

 

 

 

which has a maximum value at t = ts / 2 of  

 

 

 

 

If the surface stress determined from the above equation exceeds the 

compressive strength of the material, surface rupture is possible [14]. 

The wear of brake materials when pressed against a steel or cast iron rotating 

surface is a complex of adhesive and oxidative wear and surface fatigue [12].  The 

wear model of the pads can be calculated by the equation [6]: 
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where w is the pad wear (mm), WR is the wear rate of pad material (mm
3
/J), E is the 

total energy (J), AP is the pad area (mm
2
).  The minimum pad thickness can be 

calculated as [8]: 

 

 
Where the number of applications (Z) that the brake is designed for can be calculated 

by the following equation [13]: 

 

        Z = N * Lb                                                  (14) 

 

where N is the number of braking applications per hour (1/hr) and Lb is the lining life 

for brakes (hr). 

 

3. REAL-CODED GENETIC ALGORITMS 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used extensively to solve global optimization 

problems. Due to their promising performance, they have been used in optimization 

problems, along with other random-based global optimization techniques such as 

simulated annealing. The main body of a genetic algorithm is rather simple as 

exemplified by the following pseudo-code: 

1. Let F(X1,…,Xm) be an objective function to be optimized, where (X1,…,Xm) are 

the independent variables, where each variable Xi ranges between a lower and an 

upper limit [vmin,vmax]i. 

2. Convert the function F from a minimization to a maximization problem, where a 

new function f(F) is to be maximized. The new function is known as the fitness 

function. 

3. Generate a random population P of N instances of the independent variables 

(known as agents). 

4. For a pre-specified number of generations (iterations) 

a. Let the total number of offspring agents due to the application of the mutation 

and cross over operators be denoted by M. 

b. Use the selection operator to fill a new population with N-M high fitness 

agents 

c. Use the selection operator along with the mutation and cross over operators to 

fill the remaining M locations in the population 

d. For the new population, evaluate the utility function (and fitness) value for the 

agents changed by cross over and mutation, and retain the fitness values of 

the unchanged agents. Steps (a) to (d) are demonstrated by Figure (3), where 

the darker rectangles denote the higher fitness agents. 

5. End 

 

Zw
P

a * (13) 
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Figure 3: Generation of new populations in Genetic Algorithms 

3.1. Real-Coded vs. Binary Coded Genetic Algorithms 

Real coded genetic algorithms [7], use the real values of each agent instead of 

converting them into binary strings. The binary string representation was introduced in 

the early works of genetic algorithms, where each agent is mapped into a binary value. 

An example of such representation is shown in Figure (4a), for an arbitrary 

independent variable ranging from 0 to 31. Assume that each digit in a location i is 

multiplied by the factor 2
i
(i starts from the left with a value of zero), then a 5-digit 

binary string can represent the range of integer values 0 to 31 inclusive. The main 

reason for using such representation is that binary strings yield themselves to the 

genetic operators easily. In the early days of genetic algorithms research these 

operators were mere mimics of the biological operators. For example, the cross-over 

operator meant swapping the right-hand side binary digits of two agents, at the cross-

over point Figure (4b).   

Binary coded genetic algorithms were shown to have two main drawbacks 

when dealing with continuous parameter optimization. The first drawback is that an 

independent variable with a large range of possible values would need a very long 

string to achieve decimal accuracy. This leads to an unnecessary enlargement of the 

search space. The second drawback is that binary coding may lead to a search space 

with Hamming cliffs. These are cliffs happen when the binary coding of two adjacent 

values differ in each one of their bits, and when their fitness values are different. For 

the example in Figure (4), the string 01111 represents 31 and the string 10000 

represents 32. Assume that the global optimum is associated with the string 10000, and 

that the average fitness of the strings starting with 0 is higher than those starting with 1. 

The genetic algorithms will most probably settle for the best solution within the vector 

space of strings starting with 0, missing the global optimum [6]. 
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Figure 4: Binary coding of independent variables 

 
In addition to being immune to the above-mentioned disadvantages, real-coded 

genetic algorithms have some advantages. First, real parameters make it possible to use 

large domains for the independent variables. Second, real parameters tend to exploit 

the gradual changes in the objective function corresponding to gradual changes in the 

independent variables. The above reasons led to the choice of real-coded genetic 

algorithms to seek the globally optimum shape of the C-frame cross-section. In the 

following sections the genetic operators that were programmed within the real coded 

genetic algorithm are described. 

The selection scheme adopted is an elitist binary tournament selection, where 

the best agent is retained between successive generations, to ensure that there is no loss 

of the best-obtained agent. The tournament selection is modified to accommodate the 

selection of low fitness agents as well as high fitness agents. This modification is 

necessary as some mutation operators operate on low fitness agents. 

Two cross over operators were used. These are: (1) Simulated binary cross 

over, and (2) Simple cross over. 

Simulated Binary Cross Over 

1. Select two agents with high fitness A
k
 and A

j
, j  {1,…,N} & k  {1,…,N}. 

2. Generate a random value u  [0,1] from a uniform value. Use this value as an 

ordinate of the polynomial cumulative probability distribution (Deb, 1997), 

and obtain its corresponding abscissa value . 

3. Generate the offspring agents B
j
 and B

k
, 

 

 

 

 

where i refers to the i
th
 independent variable within the agent. This operator is 

presented as bias free cross over operator where the offspring agents are not biased 

towards any of the parent agents. 
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Simple Cross Over 

1. Select two agents with high fitness A
k
 and A

j
, j  {1,…,N} & k  {1,…,N}. 

2. Select a random discrete number i  {1,…,m}. Swap all values of the 

independent variables lying after the index i between the k
th
 and j

th
 agents.  

Three mutation operators were used in the search process. These are: (1) Beta 

mutation, (2) Boundary mutation, and (3) Uniform mutation. 

Beta Mutation  

1. Select an agent Aj, j  {1,…,N}, with a high fitness value to be mutated. 

2. For each independent variable Xi within the agent, generate a value vi  

[vmin,vmax], i  {1,…,m}, from a beta distribution over the interval [vmin,vmax] 

and whose peak is located at the non-mutated value for Xi. 

The operator serves as a constrained random search probe in the vicinity of 

high fitness agents. The Beta distribution is used to assure that the generated values of 

the independent variables will not fall outside their pre-specified range.  

Boundary Mutation 

1. Select an agent Aj, j  {1,…,N}, with a low fitness value to be mutated. 

2. For each independent variable Xi, i  {1,…,m}, within the agent, generate a 

value vi = either vmin or vmax, at random. 

The operator serves as a search probe at the extreme values of the independent 

variables, which is useful when the optimum value of the independent variables lie at 

the boundary of the search space. 

Uniform Mutation 

1. Select an agent Aj, j  {1,…,N}, with a low fitness value to be mutated. 

2. For each independent variable Xi within the agent, generate a value vi  

[vmin,vmax], i  {1,…,m}, from a uniform distribution over the interval 

[vmin,vmax]. 

It was shown that the operator is useful as a random search probe away from 

local optima. 

The performance of genetic algorithms was previously analyzed using the so-

called schema theorem [7]. In binary-coded genetic algorithms, a schema is a 

representation of a vector space, whose digits are partially specified and the rest can 

acquire any value. Considering the example in Figure (4), the schema * * * * 1 (where 

* stands for either 0 or 1), represents the set of all possible values greater than 15. 

Genetic algorithms tend to accumulate agents belonging to schemata with high average 

fitness with a near exponential rate. The same concept was extended to the real-coded 

genetic algorithms, while another analysis showed that the number of generations  

needed for agents with above average fitness to dominate the population is equal to: 

 

 

Where N is the population size.  

 

 

N log log 22
(17) 
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4. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RESULTS 

Frequently in complex design problems there are several quantities that can be 

considered design objectives.  Therefore, a solution is sought that minimizes more than 

one objective since a single objective function does not specify all the desired goals.  If 

for a given design problem, the minimization of one objective results in an increase in 

another objective, these objectives are said to be competing.  This is the case in 

optimization of brake design where several objectives are competing.  Objectives are 

the maximum design torque, and the minimum temperature and disc volume.  The 

design vector is taken to be the rotor diameter (D), the rotor width (LR), the pad angle 

(αP), and the rotor thickness (aR). 

 X = (D, LR, αP, aR)           (18) 

The optimization problem in the second objective can be stated as to find  

min.  F = A
  VR

B
        (19) 

where  is the temperature and VR is the rotor volume, with the two A and B exponents 

to be optimized.  

The objective function can then be written as follows: 

When  0 < t < 2, we have 
 

 

 
 

Else for 2 < t < ts, we have         
 

 

 
 

The constraints used in our optimization problem are: 

 The maximum temperature attained during a single braking must be less than the 

maximum working temperature of the rotor material. 

 The maximum thermal compressive stress must be less than the allowable 

compressive strength of the rotor material. 

In the optimization program a minimum and a maximum limit of rotor 

diameter can be introduced for the iteration of the optimum outside diameter of the 

rotor.  Free optimum rotor thickness and optimum outer diameter are achieved.  The 

optimum dimensions and all required behavioral parameters are calculated.  

The sample implementation used here is the same as the problem presented by 

Dike [3], with the following data: 

- Total Weight of the car (N)    20000  

- Coefficient of friction between tire and road   1 

- Front axle force (N)     16200 

- Front brake force (N)     8100 

- Braking time (sec)     4.6  

- Energy for front brake rotor (J)    418000  

- Initial Velocity (m/s)     45  

- Braking Torque (Nm)     238.4  
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From previous research [8], the optimum values of the exponents (A and B) in 

the objective function was achieved to be (A = 1, B = 1). The optimum diameter is kept 

almost constant irrespective of temperature exponent variation.  Optimum rotor 

thickness decreases slightly with the decrease of the temperature exponent.  The 

optimum diameter is almost constant with the reduction of the disc volume exponent.  

The optimum rotor thickness increases slightly as the rotor volume exponent decreases.  

The reduction in rotor thickness leads to a lower rotor volume.  However, an increase 

in the temperature is obtained due to the decrease in the rotor thickness.  This increase 

is close to the maximum temperature of the rotor material, and may have an effect on 

the wear of the pads. However the wear model used in the analysis doesn’t take into 

account the change of the wear rate at higher temperature.  A remarkable decrease in 

the rotor thermal stresses is achieved as a result of the optimum parameters, which has 

a great effect on the thermal life of the rotor, as well as, the life of the pads. 

The optimization results for general cases produce optimum values of the 

design vector, as well as, optimum behavioral variables of crown brakes. A wide range 

of energy is covered for all possible applications of crown brakes.  The results are 

obtained for different decelerations of automotive or other applications. 

Figure (5) shows the effect of the braking energy on the optimum rotor diameter (DR*) 

for different decelerations. At low energy a smaller optimum diameter is obtained, 

which increases with the increase of the deceleration values. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Effect of braking energy on the 

optimum outer rotor diameter for different 

decelerations. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Effect of braking energy on 

the optimum rotor thickness for different 

decelerations. 
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Figure 7: Effect of braking energy on the 

optimum pad angle for different 

decelerations. 

 

Figure 8: Effect of braking energy on 

the optimum rotor temperature for 

different decelerations. 

 

 
Figure 9: Convergence curve for GAs 

 
The optimum rotor thickness (aR*), for different decelerations is almost 

constant and independent of the energy as shown in Figure (6).  The large optimum 

rotor thickness is obtained at the lower deceleration.  

The optimum pad angle (P*) increases with the increase of the value of 

deceleration as shown in Figure (7). It is important to take into consideration that 
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practically the pad angle (P*) should be lower than 90
0
. This is required in order to 

have enough space for the caliper, and also to have a good contact between the pad and 

the rotor. 

A higher temperature is obtained when braking at higher deceleration. The 

temperature is almost constant with a slight decrease in temperature occurring with the 

increase of the energy as shown in Figure (8). The rate of convergence of the GAs run 

is shown in Figure (9). After 60 generations will not improve the value of the objective 

function, since it is almost constant after that. The increase in number of generations 

over 60 will not decrease the value of the objective function, but increases the 

computational time required for each run.   

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The present work introduced a procedure for computer-aided optimum design of crown 

brakes with optimized competing objectives. The design vector for optimizing crown 

brakes is composed of the outer rotor diameter, rotor width, rotor thickness, and pad 

angle. The main objective function is to minimize both rotor interface temperature rise 

and the rotor volume. A compound objective function with exponents is used.   

Optimum design results and behavioral variables show that at low energy a 

smaller optimum rotor diameter is obtained, which increases with the increase of the 

deceleration values. Optimum rotor thickness is found to be almost constant and 

independent of the energy. An increase in the pad angle is obtained with the increase in 

the deceleration and the decrease of energy. A higher temperature is obtained when 

braking at higher deceleration. The temperature is almost constant with a slight 

decrease in temperature occurring with the increase of the energy. The numerical 

results were given in graphical to be used as design curves for crown brakes, for a wide 

range of energies and deceleration rates. The developed optimum design procedure in 

this paper can be applied to problems with larger number of design variables, and 

difficult objective functions.  
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جية باستخدام الخواريزمات الجينية ذات التكويد الحقيقى""التصميم الامثل للفرامل التا  
 

المبهذذذالبلث يذذذ بطوذذذالبصمذذذالمبلثللذذذمطلبلتمجذذذ.بثختللمذذذ.بلثلالطذذذةبعبلصلخذذذلبلثتللمذذذ.بلثلالطذذذةب ذذذ بلثتللمذذذ.ب
لثوللذطةببلثمن الةبم بيط بل بلثسصانةبلثالصخةبلكذا بمذ بلثنذايطلط بثخوذلابعبلطخذابلصلخذلب ذ بلثتللمذ.

,بكمابل بلتسمحبلثمعلخةبثخلايلكذا بلكذا بمنينطذةبث ذك.بلسذمالن بيط بلنهابلكافئهابابثك ب وملبلك ل
عبهاهبلتصللافامبلؤاىبلث بليسط بلالءبلثتللم.بلثمسلصامةبعبم بنايطةبلصلىبطذؤاىباثذ بلثذ بللهذاالمب

لنهطذذالبلثسذذمحبلثلذذوءبلثذذااللببيلللطذذةب خذذ بلثلذذوءبلثذذااللبثختللمذذ.بعبهذذاهبلتلهذذاالمبممكذذ بل بلذذؤاىبلثذذ 
اال.بلذذلب مذذ.بلثصمذذالمبلثلاومذذةبمذذ بللذذذ.بلثالذذا.بثمللطذذللمبلثللذذمطلبلثمجخذذ بعبلذذلبلسذذذلصاللبثختللمذذ.بعب

لذلبلياطذابلثهالبلثملعااةبلثل بليلاىب خذ باو بلثوذلابلثذااللباباللذةبلثيذلللةبلثمن عجذةبنلطلذةبثختلمخذةبعب
عبلذذلبلسذذلصاللبامذذلبلثوذذلاببملذذا.بلث يذذ ب اثيذذااابلثهناسذذطةبابلثيذذابلتالذذ بتلهذذاابلثخذذلمبلثيذذلللى

مذاىبلثااللبابسمكهباب لخهبابما.بلط.بلثتللم.بعبلذلبلوذاطلبلثنلذائلبلثمجخذ بفذ بلذالةبمنينطذامبللمذ ب
بك طلبم بلثمااةبابمعا.بلنااابلثسل ةبعب


